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soon led to further trouble in Bengal. Pitt would not lose
an opportunity. Nevertheless, in India he could do little:
in the absence of even tolerable means of communication
the enormous distance of the journey made effective action
for England impossible. In India the struggle was merely
the war of two Companies, in which no English colony was in-
volved. Pitt therefore could only support the Company with
supplies, men and naval assistance; this he did vigorously,
and therefore striking as were Give's successes and those of
Eyre Coote, Pitt could claim little responsibility or credit
for them. Following the tragedy of the Black Hole of
Calcutta, Clive's victory at Plassey established the power of
the English in Bengal: in the South, Madras successfully
withstood a siege from Lally, the French leader; the victory
of "Eyre Coote at Wandewash led to the capture of the French
stations in the Carnatic; and finally the fall of Pondicherry
was the end of the last important French garrison in India.
Thus the Seven Years* War brought to England acquisitions
which were to become scarcely less important than those in
Canada. Pitt regarded affairs in India as an opportunity to
injure French commerce; he gave lively support to the Com-
pany therefore, but refused to contract on behalf of the Govern-
ment any liability for the administration of the country.
The chief support for the war in America lay in the activity The
of the British fleet. This had opened with the failure of fleet.
Byng at Minorca, a failure memorable not because of the loss
of the island, which was of little value to the French, but
because of the wild outburst of alarm which carried the
Admiral to his death. The work of the fleet during the
next few years was to keep a close watch upon the French
navy, upon whose support their colonies ultimately depended.
In 1759, however, the French planned an invasion of England,
But the English fleet was watchful, and when La Clue
eluded his guard at Toulon, he was caught and crushed by
Boscawen at Lagos. Shortly afterwards Hawke dealt the
final blow to the fleet when he defeated Conflans at Quiberon Bay.
Bay. It only remained for the English, by blockading the
French, to prevent the re-formation of the French fleet and
so to force France to terms.

